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Heavenwards definition, toward heaven. See more.Heavenwards definition: towards heaven or
the sky Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.Define heavenwards.
heavenwards synonyms, heavenwards pronunciation, heavenwards translation, English
dictionary definition of heavenwards. adv. & adj .It was the first time that a vessel of such
might and majesty was thrust heavenward by a private company rather than a government
agency. New York TimesFeb.The avenues were guarded by broken-nosed angels yearning
heavenward; one showed a leprous patch where her left eye and cheek had sloughed
away.These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to
reflect current usage of the word 'heavenward.' Views expressed in.Heavenwards is a prayer
book rooted in the Schoenstatt spirituality, including the covenant of love with Mary, and a
unique history, namely the trial by fire of Nazi.papierschaetze.com - Meaning of heavenwards
and a memory aid (called Mnemonic) to retain that meaning for long time in our
memory.heavenwards /?h?v?nw?dz/, heavenward adv. towards heaven or the sky. '
heavenwards' also found in these entries: heavenward. Forum discussions with the.As the loss
of a loved one is always hard to face, this sensitive lyrical work strives to offer a measure of
comfort during this most difficult time. Solemn at moments.heavenward definition: toward
heavenalso heav?en·wardsOrigin of heavenwardMiddle English heveneward: see
-ward.English[edit]. Etymology[edit]. heaven + -wards. Adverb[edit]. heavenwards (not
comparable). Upwards, in the direction of the sky or heavens. Anagrams[edit].Heavenwards Kindle edition by Fr. Joseph Kentenich, Fr. Jonathan Niehaus. Download it once and read it on
your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets.Synonyms for heavenward at papierschaetze.com
with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for
heavenward.Heavenwards, the set of prayers written by Father Kentenich during in Dachau
(except for “Hymn of Thanksgiving” that was.heavenward, 84, [/xx] . Adjectives for
heavenwards: pointed, long, little, shrivelled, skilful, many, speedy, trained, corresponding,
single, projected, more.Buy Heavenwards (Additional Score) by William O at
papierschaetze.com This sensitive, lyrical work strives to offer a measure of comfort during a
mos.
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